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"Perfumes are like a piano, which is comprised of multiple notes and a perfect harmony 
creates new euphonious tunes for a mesmerising experience." - Mr. Muhammad Ali Saeed Shaikh ( CEO )

Creating Memories Through Our Fragrances 





In
Loving Memory of

Our Founding Father 
SHAIKH SAEED GROUP OF COMPANIES

Muhammad Ali Shaikh Saeed 

This 68 year long journey in the art of perfumery has transformed 

Shaikh Mohd. Saeed Est. as an organization from a dealer to one of the 

largest manufacturers of perfumes in the UAE. Over the years we have 

leveraged state of the art technology and know-how of the perfume 

industry which created good faith among the cognoscenti around the 

world.

 

All these qualities are reflected in the work we do and the products we 

deliver, which are loved by millions across the globe. As a progressive 

organization, we continue to work hard on improving our products to 

offer better fragrances to those who continue to put their faith in us

From The CEO’s Desk

68
Of EXCELLENCE IN THE PERFUME INDUSTRY



Shaikh Mohd. Saeed Perfumes, a company based in the 

United Arab Emirates was founded by a true perfumista Late. 

Shaikh Mohammed Saeed in 1954. 67 years of crafting 

memories stem from its deep-rooted understanding of the 

cultural values and lifestyles of the Middle Eastern People. 

Shaikh Saeed Perfumes captures the essence of the glorious 

time and memories in its captivating fragrances. It creates an 

amazing authentic traditional fragrance through modern 

technology. We have a wide range of products including:

*  Superior Quality Agarwood and Dhanul-Oudh

*  Perfumes

*  Deodorants

*  French Eau De Parfum

*  Cosmetics & Toiletries

It has succeeded in blending Oriental & French fragrances to 

create its signature scents. It is also one of the largest 

distributors of french perfumes in the region. The inspiration 

imbibed from our forefather has led to the creation of the best 

fragrances defining Honesty, Beauty, Loyalty, and Quality. 

Today, this family-owned business headquartered in Dubai, 

United Arab Emirates is steered by the passion of Shaikh 

Saeed’s family playing a key role in the Brand’s 

developments.

The rst Al Hunaidi perfume shop in Dubai



Our Brands
Our portfolio of brands includes some of the most popular 

and trendiest names in the perfume industry. We 

manufacture the  finest  Arabic Oriental and French 

fragrances across multiple verticals such as Perfumes, Attar 

(perfume oils) Deodorants, Dehn Al Oud and Cosmetics.



PERFUME|ATTAR|OUD

Manufacture
Wholesaler|Distributor |Retailer

Fragrances are a gateway to old memories, 

triggering emotions and transporting you to a 

beautiful realm of piety and bliss. They are an 

invisible accessory that allows you to leave a lasting 

impression, one that lasts a lifetime. 

We intend to continue this beautiful journey for 

years to come and keep developing fragrances that 

resonate with those who appreciate the intricacies 

involved in the modern art of perfumery. 

This fascinating world of fragrances has been our 

primary focus for the last 67 years. Over the time we 

have established our name as one of the leading 

manufacturers, distributors, wholesalers as well as 

Retailers of fragrances in this enchanting country, 

UAE. 

Our experience has taught us that fragrances are 

not only limited to ingredients, but it needs an 

immeasurable research and the method of 

manufacturing. 



PARIS DELICE

 Products

Since the beginning of time itself, mankind has known that the collision of 

worlds can lead to innitely generous and magnicent beauty. Keeping this 

principle in mind, our alchemy of opposites has given rise to captivating 

innovations that defy archetypes.

At Paris Oud, we believe in proudly asserting the duality of French and 

Arabian high perfumery which makes us absolutely unique. Today, we 

continue to freely and vibrantly combine marvelous materials and orchestrate 

their encounter and confrontation to reveal their mysterious depths and 

sumptuous richness to share them with the world.



Hot Oud
100ml - Unisex Perfume-

Hot Red
100ml - UnisexPerfume-

Hot Rich
100ml - UnisexPerfume-

Hot Silver
100ml - UnisexPerfume-

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

An aromatic, woody fragrance with a seductive underbelly, Hot Oud is a bold, but not overpowering 

fragrance dominated by a rich use of orals and woody afternotes that leave behind an astonishingly 

beautiful aura of sheer masculinity

A sensual cocktail of grapefruit, bergamot and black pepper with edgier notes of vetiver and 

sandalwood, Hot Rich  focuses on creating a singular experience of woody freshness and spicy 

intensity

A lovely, comforting and all around exquisite fragrance that reads warm and a little spicy with time, 

Hot Red creates a nice balance throughout and leaves a sensual aura behind

Opening with a top note of effervescent grapefruit, followed by a one-two punch of pink pepper and 

cinnamon at the heart, Hot Silver nishes with the grounding strength of amber and musk to create a 

fragrance that matches the complexities of today’s modern man.

Aquatic Citrus      Grapefruit        Mandarin        

Spicy Woody       Pink Pepper   Cinnamon      Exotic Woods      Mossy 

Amber                                               Musk                                    

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

Spicy Citrus      Lemon       Bergamot     Saffron

Floral  Spicy        Rose         Geranium     Jasmine    Ylang Ylang    Cardamom     Cinnamon

Woody     Myrtle     Vetiver  Agarwood   Patchouli  Labdanum  leather   Mossy notes    Amber      Musk

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

Bergamot                Cardamom             Pineapple

Cinnamon                         Elemi                        Lavender

Moss                                    Tonka                                Vanilla

Bergamot    Pink Grapefruit     Black Pepper     Lemon

Lavender                Geranium                 Patchouli               Leaves

Sandalwood                     Oakmoss                        Vetiver                 Amber

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES



Cool Bleu
100ml - UnisexPerfume-

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

Hot Black 
100ml - UnisexPerfume-

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

Inside White
100ml - UnisexPerfume-

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

InSide Chirome
100ml - UnisexPerfume-

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

A heavenly aroma that features fresh and citrusy top notes of grapefruit, pink pepper and diva nutmeg, 

Cool Bleu has a heart of herbaceous cedarwood and punchy ginger, all grounded with a woody-earthy 

base of sandalwood and frankincense 

A refreshing and spicy blend of lemon, lavender and black pepper open the fragrance, with a hint of jasmine, 

vanilla and amber developing with time to give it a charming and debonair after note

With an afternote comprised of one of the rarest ingredients used in modern perfumery, this aromatic experience 

brings forth the beauty of ethically sourced Civet Musk, which has a distinctive pungent yet oral aroma, loved by 

millions around the globe

Carefully crafted to amplify the beauty of the progressive women, this fragrance has a beating heart of Ylang 

Ylang, Rose, Violet and Geranium, giving those who wear it an aristocratic aroma projection

Citrue Spicy      Lemon      Orange        Grapefruit        Pink Pepper       Peppermint      Nutmeg

Wood             Cedarwood             Vetiver          Ginger         Jasmine

Wood            Patchouli           Frankincense        Sandalwood           Labdanum

Exotic                    Floral                    Spices

Carnation                                Lily Of The Valley

Amber                                     Musk                                    Vanilla

Mandarin              Rhubarb        Green Notes

Vetiver             Benzoin                  Leather               Oakmoss              Musk

Rose              Violet           Ylang Ylong             Giranium         Clove

Geranium                   Mandarin 

Orange Flower           Sandalwood         Powdery Violet

Tonka Beons                                         Civet Musk     



Inside Pink
100ml - UnisexPerfume-

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

Inside Black
100ml - UnisexPerfume-

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

Inside Gold
100ml - UnisexPerfume-

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

With a top note of coconut, which further develops into a warm heart with amber and white orals, this fragrance 

leaves a tropical afternote that is guaranteed to leave you with a fragrance that is the olfactory equivalent of 

decadence and luxury

This fragrance opens with sweet notes of caramel combined with the complexities of saffron, with a heart made of 

carnation, jasmine and rose. Woody notes with vanilla and musk act as bottom notes, adding depth to the 

fragrance and inspiring attention. 

This powdery fragrance makes women and men fall  the luxury of this aromatic notes nobody can resist the soft 

and smooth touch of it. It is full of feelings, love happiness and joy. Its fragrance passes by your side just like the 

nocturnal summer breeze and leaves you in a shining mood.

Tropical Aromatic Jasmin

Coconut              Vanila      Sweet

Amber White Flora

Caramel Fruity Saffron

Carnation Jasmine Orris

Amber Sandalwood Woody

Rose

Musk Vanilla

White Musk Vanilla Amber

Saffron Jasmine

Amberwood Ambergris



Innite Passion Absolute
100ml - WomenPerfume-

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

Innite Passion
100ml - UnisexPerfume-

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

Marx
100ml - UnisexPerfume-

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

Marx Sport
100ml - UnisexPerfume-

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

A fragrance dominated by the punchy start of rhubarb with intense orals at the heart, Innite Passion 

Absolute is the luxurious scent of a well-dressed man or woman with a seductive-yet-calming demeanor

Far from the average, nondescript “fruity” perfume, Marx boasts meticulously-extracted ingredients like 

japanese blossoms and exquisite peach bud extract to provide a delicate, sophisticated, and beautifully 

balanced fragrance

With fruity and oral notes playing at the heart, Innite Passion is a standout choice for the self-assured 

executive with a poised demeanor that comes from years of experience and self-reection — or any 

person who wishes to channel that energy

A provocative, sensual, and often hypnotic aura follows this fragrant masterpiece, turning heads due to 

its oral creations featuring violet that dries down into a rousing wood-heavy aroma that’s intense and 

mature

Rhubarb

jasmine                       Ylang Ylang

Musk                      Vanilla                          Patchouli                     Sandalwood

Pomegranate

Peony                Jasmine              Blackcurrant

Amber                          Cedarwood                                White Musk           

Peach                Cherry             Blossom

Clove Rose

Cedarwood                              Dry Woods

Aromatic 

Violet

Woody                         Amber                         Sandalwood           



First Impression
100ml - WomenPerfume-

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

First Impression
100ml - MenPerfume-

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

Victorious
100ml - WomenPerfume-

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

Victorious
100ml - MenPerfume-

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

A fragrance for the woman who knows who she is, what she wants, and exactly how to get it, First 

Impression is the olfactory equivalent of a bright day in a summer meadow with wilderness and mischief 

playing a harmony of its own

Deftly shhh-ing any whimsical notes, Victorious Woman is a fragrance of wisdom, air, and condence. 

You’ll nd sweet orals at the crescendo, with rich orchids and jasmine emerging from under a current of 

musk and vanilla, creating harmony and balance

An irresistibly woody-musky fragrance that takes you on an intoxicating adventure with bright notes of 

citrus dancing in perfect harmony with dark notes of Sandalwood and Musk with a heady aroma and the 

intensity of a passionate evening full of endless possibilities

A great fragrance with the power to boost the condence of any man, Victorious features citrusy top 

notes paired with aromatic heart notes for a oral and citrus aroma that’s complimented by a base of 

dark woods and sweet musk, ideal for men to live life to the fullest wrapped in a bold, invigorating scent

Fruity                  Peach                  Mandarin 

White Flowers                        Chypre

Woody

Citrus

Aromatic                            Lavender

Woody                                 Musk                         Sandalwood

Orange  Flower              

Floral                                    Jasmine

              Woody                    Musk                   Vanilla

Citrus

Aromatic

Woody                  Musk



Paris Delices Sweet Rubis
100ml - UnisexPerfume-

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

Alluring notes of grapefruit, rose and cedarwood characterize this fragrance, with bottom notes of 

Cashmere Wood and Musk acting as the nal impression, stirring up a concoction of emotions and 

producing an aroma that leaves you wanting for more

Paris Delices Bright Topaze
100ml - UnisexPerfume-

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

Paris Delices Cristal Soul
100ml - UnisexPerfume-

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

Paris Delices Precious Ivory
100ml - UnisexPerfume-

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

A concoction of sweet and spicy notes with a tinge of oral to add body to the fragrance, curating an 

aroma that is truly diverse and intricate in composition which will leave a sillage that lasts long and 

captivates those who encounter it

Rened with the most precious treasures from nature, this elegant fragrance is a truly aristocratic 

offering with fresh citrus and tantalizing orals interplaying to reveal an earthy base, inspiring attention 

and a feeling of joyous accomplishment

A fruity and oral fragrance, grounded by bottom notes of leather and patchouli with a oral heart 

warmed by lavender and rose, developing into a charming and sensual aroma over time 

Grapefruit                  Mandarin                  Rose

Neroli                Plum                 Cedarwood                Dry Amber

Sandalwood                               Cashmere Wood                               Musk

Floral                         Spicy                      Tangerine

Almond                              Amber                           Coconut

Musk                                    Sugary                                    SweetVanilla

Saffron             Raspberry              Cardamom

Jasmine                      Lavenders                       Rose

Leather                    Amber                   Patchouli                    Musk 

Mandarin     Bergamot      Orange      Lemon     Green Apple

Jasmine          Violet          Freesia             Rose            Lily Of The Valley

Patchouli         Coconut             Musk            Cedarwood          Sage        Peach            Amber



Mas Max
100ml - UnisexPerfume-

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

Inspired by Pinacoteca di Brera gallery in Milan where it is said that, at night, paintings are coming to life, 

Mas Max brings forth the blooming rose in Hayez’s kiss, and the violet of Caravaggio’s dark hues...a 

Renaissance of musk, sandal and vanilla.

Mas Women
100ml - WomenPerfume-

Mas Max Men
100ml - MenPerfume-

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

A harmonious blend of fruity top notes and leathery heart notes, accompanied by musky bottom 

notes make this fragrance a true crowd pleaser, giving you an effortless sense of poise and 

condence

A strong and unique fragrance with a combination of pineapple, patchouli and musk, giving a fresh and 

aromatic vibe to those wearing it and adding a hint of mystery and sensuality to their personality

Absinth            Green Notes           Rose Water

Rose                  Peach                   Violet              Lily of the valley

 Sandal                     Vanilla                   Musk                  Amber

Dry BrichRose PatchouliJasmine

MuskAmbergris VanilaOakmass

BlackcurrantBergamot ApplePine Apple

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

BlackcurrantBergamot AppleMandarin

TOP NOTES

MIDDLE NOTES

BASE NOTES

MuskPatchouli VanillaSandalwood Amber

Peach Pear

SaffronMangolia JasmineFreesia Tuberose Leather




